STATEMENT OF LINE

Please reference the price list for full statement of line.

POWER AND DATA

- Mini-Tap™
- Ashley Duo™
- Ashley Trio™
- Node®
- Salt
- Pepper
- M2X
- E2X
- Vault Tumbos
- Mho®
- Axil Z
- Power/Data Module with 6’ Cord

WORK TOOLS

- 8x10 Picture Frame
- Dry-Erase Markerboard with Tray
- Ear Phone/Bud Holder
- Vertical Sorter
- Paper Tray
- Accessory Shelf
- Slant Sorter
- Side Tray
- Name Plate

Perks work tools know their way around the workspace. They hang from Traxx® slat tiles to help clear clutter and tame technology. With a multitude of work tools and material choices, the perfect combination can be created to keep any area organized and fully functional.